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PEACE AND WAR IN PUBLIC SPACE
Insurgent Activism

by Anna Butenko

Can we learn more about Moscow society by observing public space and vice versa?

Relevance.�6SCBO�QVCMJD�TQBDF�JT�B�QMBDF�XIJDI�EFåOFT�UIF�RVBMJUZ�PG�UIF�DJUZ�MJGF�UIJT�JT�XIBU�
the city is associated with, and is the place which is used by all the citizens. The fact that in public 
space different social groups meet and coexist makes this space a mirror of the social condition, 
JU�SFWFBMT�TPDJBM�DPOæJDUT�BOE�CFDPNFT�B�CBUUMFåFME�PG�EJGGFSFOU�TPDJBM�JOUFSFTUT��5IF�DPOEJUJPO�PG�
the society can be understood through observation of activities which take place in city’s public 
TQBDFT��$POWFSTFMZ�UIF�TUVEZ�PG�TPDJBM�QSPCMFNT�BOE�DPOæJDUT�IFMQT�UP�EFåOF�UIF�SPMF�PG�QVCMJD�
space in city’s life. 

In today’s Moscow life there are several groups of insurgent activists present. Although they deal 
with different problems and approach them by different means, for all of them Moscow public 
space is a platform for collaboration and search for new followers, a tribune for spreading their 
ideas, stating their goals and calling for action. The research of insurgent activities present in Mos-
cow public space makes us wonder about the contemporary needs of the Moscow society and 
the role of public space in city’s life.

Conclusion. �1BDJåDBUJPO�NPWFNFOUT�IFMQ�CVJME�VSCBO�TPDJBM�DBQJUBM�UIFSFGPSF�JU�TIPVME�CF�
recognized by city authorities that activism in turn improves the investment potential of the city. 
The more nonviolent peaceful movements, actions and events will appear in Moscow, the more 
people will get involved in public life of the city, the more common goals will be achieved and more 
problems of the society will be solved.

Methodology.  Research framework was established through extensive consultations with 
experts in sociology, migration and demographics of Moscow. We derived key factors affecting 
Moscow society and links between them to guide the research on existing political, economical 
and protest moods of the society. As a result of that analysis we developed an outlook for most 
crucial activist tendencies in Moscow.

*OTVSHFODZ�s�JT�B�SFCFMMJPO�BHBJOTU�B�DPOTUJ-
UVUFE�BVUIPSJUZ�XIFO�UIPTF�UBLJOH�QBSU�JO�UIF�
SFCFMMJPO�BSF�OPU�SFDPHOJ[FE�BT�CFMMJHFSFOUT�
	BDDPSEJOH�UP�&O�&O�0YGPSE�EJDUJPOBSZ
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7VW\SH[PVU�PU�[YHUZP[PVU

In the last 20 years after the USSR collapsed certain changes in politics, economics and ideology started 
the process of population transformation. New living conditions and circumstances created new 
spheres of interests and so, new fields of conflicts of interests. On some of its new conflicts society was 
able to find solutions and compromises, some of the conflicts still need to be solved. Migration 
problems are one of the most violent sphere in the contemporary Moscow society. After USSR 
collapsed economical changes in regions and Moscow economical boom provoked very intensive 
migration flow to Moscow from other Russia regions and from former USSR republics. For now the 
problem of migration in Moscow is a problem of illegality, as well as the problem of differences in 
cultural attitudes between traditional leading orthodox culture of Moscow citizens, “old” muslim 
citizens and new-coming muslims. That is the difference in culture of urban public space usage, 
different borders defining public and private actions, difference between rural and urban lifestyles. 
Russia is historically a multinational country, and in regions where muslims are integrated in everyday 
life the level of tolerance is the highest. But the lack of history education, integration programs and no 
clear state policy on migration makes Moscow a battlefield of different nationalities. For now, that is not 
a single-side hate, both sides perform mainly intolerance towards each other. Attitudes and actions 
related to the migration process in Moscow is a big bundle of contradictions, unrelated data, fears, hate 
and threats. Proponents of different points of view
appeal to different figures of the national structure of the population, different dozens of times.
The lack of reliable facts about the national structure of the inhabitants of Moscow generates an even 
greater number of disputes, fear and xenophobia. In the last years xenophobia is becoming bigger 
although migration is becoming the only source of nature replenishment loss of the population.

7\ISPJ�ZWHJL�ILJVTPUN�H�IH[[SLMPLSK

When there is an excess tension of unresolved problems within changing society, when different 
interests deeply contradict and no compromising solution is found, the public space of the city is 
becoming a place of violence and war. The quintessence of that tendency are terroristic acts happened 
in Moscow, which are the consequences of unresolved  political and nationalistic problems.
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7VY[YHP[�VM�4\ZJV]P[LZ

Moscow is the biggest city agglomeration in Russia and Europe with over 11 000 000 of permanent 
citizens. 85% of them are of russian nationality, 63% of Moscow population are people of the 
working age, with a slight predominance of female population. 

:LSM�9LMSLJ[PVU�VM�4\ZJV]P[LZ

The research "Scenarios for Russia 2", held in 2003, on the basis of direct questions got a picture of 
society, which dismisses the popular notion of a need of paternal care. On the contrary, the research 
reveals the society ready to reforms, which value personal freedom, independence and is able and 
willing to take responsibility for their lives. 66% of people answering the questions of existential 
meaning proved to be carriers of the Protestant ethic, despite the declared commitment of the 
Orthodox faith. And also, despite a shift towards individualism, the results of the research manifest 
ability and willingness of people to combine personal interests with the group ones.

The development elite of Moscow society, which is formed by people busy in the most urgent and 
needed public services, is separated into 2 opposite parties - one side supports the existing power 
hierarchy and is against changes, the second one, slightly larger in size, stands for reforms and 
transformation of state towards development of local self-government and bigger institutional 
openness of the authorities towards society. 

That shows that the society’s inclination to reforms is bigger then of political elite’s. And the fact 
that the government does not respond to requests from the majority of society and does not accept 
them leads to loss of confidence, frustration and lack of conscious participation.
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ukranians 256 688
tatars 168 320
armenian 126 2409
azeris 100 000
jews100 000

gourgians 100 000

moldovans 100 000

chechens 100 000

tajiks 100 000

uzbeks 100 000
other nationalities 300 000
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gipsy 300 000

tajiks 200 000
uzbeks 150  000
bashkirs 100  000
dagestans 100  000
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Portrait of muscovites in charts

Structure of Moscow population according to 
Rosstat research data of 2010.

Self-identification of muscovites

Values and preferences of Moscow society 
according to research “Scenarios for Russia 2. 
Normal people in abnormal country”, 2003

Moscow’s development elite’s preferences.

Structure of Moscow development elite’s 
according to research of Fund Liberal Mission 
“New elite: demand for new policy”, 2008

National structure of Moscow society

According to population census 2002 
and mass media reviews. 

KPMMLYLUJ �̀PU�����������WLVWSL�
IL[̂ LLU�VMMPJPHS�HUK�\UVMMPJPHS�Z[H[PZ[PJZ

JYLH[L�H�MPLSK�VM�ZWLJ\SH[PVUZ�
HUK�\UJLY[HPUJ`

Portrait of Muscovites.
Moscow is the biggest city agglomeration in Russia and Europe with over 11 000 000 of perma-
nent citizens. 85% of them are of russian nationality, 63% of Moscow population are people of the 
working age, with a slight predominance of female population. 

Portrait of muscovites in charts.

Structure of Moscow population according to 
Rosstat research data of 2010.

4FMG�JEFOUJåDBUJPO�PG�NVTDPWJUFT�

Values and preferences of Moscow society 
according to research “Scenarios for Russia 2. 
Normal people in abnormal country”, 2003

Moscow’s development elite’s preferences.

Structure of Moscow development elite’s 
according to research of Fund Liberal Mission 
“New elite: demand for new policy”, 2008)

4FMG�3FçFDUJPO�PG�.VTDPWJUFT�
The research "Scenarios for Russia 2", held in 2003, on the basis of direct questions provides a 
picture of society, which dismisses the popular notion of a need of paternal care. On the contrary, 
the research reveals the society ready to reforms, which value personal freedom, independence 
and is able and willing to take responsibility for their lives. 66% of people answering the questions 
of existential meaning proved to be carriers of the Protestant ethic, despite the declared com-
mitment of the Orthodox faith. And also, despite a shift towards individualism, the results of the 
research manifest ability and willingness of people to combine personal interests with the collec-
tive ones.

The development elite of Moscow society, which is formed by people busy in the most urgent 
and needed public services, is separated into 2 opposite parties - one side supports the existing 
power hierarchy and is against changes, the second one, slightly larger in size, stands for reforms 
and transformation of state towards development of local self-government and bigger institutional 
openness of the authorities towards society. 

That shows that the society’s inclination to reforms is bigger then of political elite’s. And the fact 
UIBU�UIF�HPWFSONFOU�EPFT�OPU�SFTQPOE�UP�SFRVFTUT�GSPN�UIF�NBKPSJUZ�PG�TPDJFUZ�BOE�EPFT�OPU�BD-
DFQU�UIFN�MFBET�UP�MPTT�PG�DPOåEFODF�GSVTUSBUJPO�BOE�MBDL�PG�DPOTDJPVT�QBSUJDJQBUJPO�
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National structure of Moscow society

According to population census 2002 and 
mass media reviews. 

Population in transition.
In the last 20 years after the USSR collapsed certain changes in politics, economics and ideol-
ogy started the process of population transformation. New living conditions and circumstances 
DSFBUFE�OFX�TQIFSFT�PG�JOUFSFTUT�BOE�UIVT�OFX�DPOæJDUT�BNPOH�TUBLFIPMEFST��8IFSFBT�.PTDPX�
TPDJFUZ�XBT�BCMF�UP�BEKVTU�UP�DFSUBJO�OFX�FDPOPNJD�TPDJBM�BOE�QPMJUJDM�DPOEJUJPOT�UIFSF�BSF�TUJMM�B�
MPU�PG�SFNBJOJOH�DPOæJDUT�UP�SFTPMWF��

Migration problems are one of the most violent sphere in the contemporary Moscow society. After 
USSR collapsed economical changes in regions and Moscow economical boom provoked very in-
UFOTJWF�NJHSBUJPO�æPX�GSPN�PUIFS�3VTTJB�SFHJPOT�BOE�GSPN�GPSNFS�6443�SFQVCMJDT�UP�.PTDPX��'PS�
now the problem of migration in Moscow is a problem of illegality, as well as the problem of differ-
ences in cultural attitudes between traditional leading orthodox culture of Moscow citizens, “old” 
muslim citizens and new-coming muslims. That is the difference in culture of urban public space 
VTBHF�EJGGFSFOU�CPSEFST�EFåOJOH�QVCMJD�BOE�QSJWBUF�BDUJPOT�EJGGFSFODF�CFUXFFO�SVSBM�BOE�VSCBO�
lifestyles. Russia is historically a multinational country, and in regions where muslims are integrated 
in everyday life the level of tolerance is the highest. But the lack of history education, integration 
QSPHSBNT�BOE�OP�DMFBS�TUBUF�QPMJDZ�PO�NJHSBUJPO�NBLFT�.PTDPX�QVCMJD�TQBDF�B�CBUUMFåFME�PG�EJG-
ferent nationalities. For now, that is not a single-side hate, both sides are highly intolerant towards 
each other. Attitudes and actions related to the migration process in Moscow is a big bundle of 
contradictions, unrelated data, fears, hate and threats. Proponents of different points of view ap-
QFBM�UP�EJGGFSFOU�åHVSFT�PG�UIF�OBUJPOBM�TUSVDUVSF�PG�UIF�QPQVMBUJPO�EJGGFSFOU�EP[FOT�PG�UJNFT��5IF�
lack of reliable facts about the national structure of the inhabitants of Moscow generates an even 
greater number of disputes, fear and xenophobia. In the last years xenophobia is becoming bigger 
although migration is becoming the only source of nature replenishment loss of the population.

7VW\SH[PVU�PU�[YHUZP[PVU

In the last 20 years after the USSR collapsed certain changes in politics, economics and ideology started 
the process of population transformation. New living conditions and circumstances created new 
spheres of interests and so, new fields of conflicts of interests. On some of its new conflicts society was 
able to find solutions and compromises, some of the conflicts still need to be solved. Migration 
problems are one of the most violent sphere in the contemporary Moscow society. After USSR 
collapsed economical changes in regions and Moscow economical boom provoked very intensive 
migration flow to Moscow from other Russia regions and from former USSR republics. For now the 
problem of migration in Moscow is a problem of illegality, as well as the problem of differences in 
cultural attitudes between traditional leading orthodox culture of Moscow citizens, “old” muslim 
citizens and new-coming muslims. That is the difference in culture of urban public space usage, 
different borders defining public and private actions, difference between rural and urban lifestyles. 
Russia is historically a multinational country, and in regions where muslims are integrated in everyday 
life the level of tolerance is the highest. But the lack of history education, integration programs and no 
clear state policy on migration makes Moscow a battlefield of different nationalities. For now, that is not 
a single-side hate, both sides perform mainly intolerance towards each other. Attitudes and actions 
related to the migration process in Moscow is a big bundle of contradictions, unrelated data, fears, hate 
and threats. Proponents of different points of view
appeal to different figures of the national structure of the population, different dozens of times.
The lack of reliable facts about the national structure of the inhabitants of Moscow generates an even 
greater number of disputes, fear and xenophobia. In the last years xenophobia is becoming bigger 
although migration is becoming the only source of nature replenishment loss of the population.

7\ISPJ�ZWHJL�ILJVTPUN�H�IH[[SLMPLSK

When there is an excess tension of unresolved problems within changing society, when different 
interests deeply contradict and no compromising solution is found, the public space of the city is 
becoming a place of violence and war. The quintessence of that tendency are terroristic acts happened 
in Moscow, which are the consequences of unresolved  political and nationalistic problems.
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Moscow is the biggest city agglomeration in Russia and Europe with over 11 000 000 of permanent 
citizens. 85% of them are of russian nationality, 63% of Moscow population are people of the 
working age, with a slight predominance of female population. 

:LSM�9LMSLJ[PVU�VM�4\ZJV]P[LZ

The research "Scenarios for Russia 2", held in 2003, on the basis of direct questions got a picture of 
society, which dismisses the popular notion of a need of paternal care. On the contrary, the research 
reveals the society ready to reforms, which value personal freedom, independence and is able and 
willing to take responsibility for their lives. 66% of people answering the questions of existential 
meaning proved to be carriers of the Protestant ethic, despite the declared commitment of the 
Orthodox faith. And also, despite a shift towards individualism, the results of the research manifest 
ability and willingness of people to combine personal interests with the group ones.

The development elite of Moscow society, which is formed by people busy in the most urgent and 
needed public services, is separated into 2 opposite parties - one side supports the existing power 
hierarchy and is against changes, the second one, slightly larger in size, stands for reforms and 
transformation of state towards development of local self-government and bigger institutional 
openness of the authorities towards society. 

That shows that the society’s inclination to reforms is bigger then of political elite’s. And the fact 
that the government does not respond to requests from the majority of society and does not accept 
them leads to loss of confidence, frustration and lack of conscious participation.
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Portrait of muscovites in charts

Structure of Moscow population according to 
Rosstat research data of 2010.

Self-identification of muscovites

Values and preferences of Moscow society 
according to research “Scenarios for Russia 2. 
Normal people in abnormal country”, 2003

Moscow’s development elite’s preferences.

Structure of Moscow development elite’s 
according to research of Fund Liberal Mission 
“New elite: demand for new policy”, 2008

National structure of Moscow society

According to population census 2002 
and mass media reviews. 
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1VCMJD�TQBDF�CFDPNJOH�B�CBUUMFæFME
When there is an excess tension of unresolved problems within changing society, when different 
interests deeply contradict and no compromising solution is found, the public space of the city is 
becoming a place of violence and war. The quintessence of that tendency are terroristic acts hap-
pened in Moscow, which are the consequences of unresolved  political and nationalistic problems.

Why study activism?
We decided to study what initiatives in Moscow appeared without the involvement of the state in 
order to learn more about the gap between promoted society goals and citizens’ actual needs. 
Activism may tell us a lot about the current state of society. We therefore explore how urban 
movements reveal themselves in public space, what type of actions cause a massive support and 
interest. In result, we hope to get a clearer picture of Moscow society, its problems and the role of 
the public spaces of the city in the development of citizens.

Political contesting.
The main political protest action is manifestation. In early 90th mass political protest actions 
leaded to change of power leadership. In the last 10 years the number of political protest mani-
festations increased as a reaction to the amount of adopted laws, which decrease freedoms. But 
those actions didn’t provoke any state changes or law canceling. They also where not supported 
by mass and gather maximum of 2 000 participants, while in 1990th the number of participants 
was around 2 000 000 people at a time. The possible reason for that can be the fact that political 
protest actions are brutally repressed by the state. Also it can be said that the common rhetoric of 
political protest movements is based more on opposing the existing government rather then col-
MBCPSBUJPO�BSPVOE�BOZ�TQFDJåD�QPMJDJFT�PS�SFGPSNT�

Political protest.

In the last 10 years the number of political 
protest manifestations increased ,but those 
actions didn’t provoke any state changes or 
law canceling, are not supported massively 
by population.
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 The legislation on manifestations

 The ban on censorship 
 for mass media

The assassination of Vlad Listiev 
first CEO of ORT TV Channel

The case of the Radio station Freedom’s 
journalist Andrey Babitsky

adopted a new-old national anthem of the Russian Federation
Boris Berezovsky solds controlling share in ORT TV Channel

The stop of the TV 6 channel broadcasting
The new law on manifestations and  demonstrations. Restrictions to the freedom of assembly
The new law on referendums. Restrictions to the free expression of will

The assesination of the Russian Forbes magazine's editor in chief Paul Khlebnikov

 The revocation of the governor’s elections

The main asset of Yukos company, Yuganskneftegaz had been sold
The guilty verdict in Yukos case to Mikhail Khodorkovsky, 
Platon Lebedev and Andrey Krainov

The assesination of the journalist Anna Politkovskaya
The close-down of all offices of international NGO 

The amendments to the law on political parties. 
The parties should have no less then 50 000 members in more than half regions of Russia

The arrest of the Yukos company owner Mikhail Khodorkovsky

New management of NTV channel took over the company

The new law on political parties

The rummage in the office of Media Most company 
(NTV channel, Itogi magazine, etc.

The arrest of Vladimir Gusinsky

The reform of the Council of Federation

The parlament elections reform. 
The revocation of the single-mandate elections, 
the imposition of 7% barrier for political parties

The law "Freedom of religion"

Law on morality

Assasination of
journalist Holodov

Law on freedom of traiding

The stop of the Western radio-stations’ damping
 The law on complaint procedure of illegal acts of officials

The first democratic elections 
to the Congress of People’s Deputies 
of the USSR

Constitutional crisis. 
The crackdown of the parliament

Vladimir Putin 
became Prime Minister

The start of the 
Communist Party’s 
reformation

The law on a state enterprise. 
The beginning of 
spontaneous privatization

6th article of Constitution
was cancelled

Collapse of rouble Russian government declares itself a bankrupt

Coal industry was 
losing money, 
salary arrears 
for 6-9 months

Liberalization of prices

The referendum on 
the sustaining of the USSR

Boris Eltsin won 
the presidential elections

Vladimir Putin had been
 elected President of Russia

Vladimir Putin had been
 re-elected President of Russia

Dmitri Medvedev had been
 elected President of Russia

Soviet coup d’état attempt (August coup). 
The resignation of Mikhail Gorbachev

Boris Eltsin resigned from the presidency 
and named Vladimir Putin acting 
President of Russia
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Nationalistic contesting.
After 90th a big amount of nationalistic organizations appeared. Nationalistic parties, movements 
and actions probably deal more with politics then with xenophobia, they might be perceived as 
a result of non-clear state policy in migration and external policy and also the nationalistic move-
ment appear to be the most consolidated party of russian opposition to state, as soon as no other 
party but nationalistic one is consolidated enough to perform a real opposition force to the existing 
power . 

This big nationalistic movement consists of different parties with different approaches, but while 
democratic forces couldn't and still can't come to any certain compromise between each other, 
nationalistic ones can and because of that they present a real strong power on contemporary 
political arena. Although nationalistic approach is very violent and aggressive, within themselves 
participants of nationalistic movement gained there strength in being in-violent and tolerant to-
wards each other. 

In Moscow, by contrast to aggressive nationalistic organizations, there are also organizations 
that help migrants in integrating into society, legalization, and on psychological problems. But the 
number of such organizations is much smaller than that of the aggressive ones; most of them are 
representatives of the European human rights organizations, and. Unlike the mass actions of ag-
gression against migrants in Moscow, no large-scale campaign supporting migrants was carried 
out to date.

Nationalistic and antinationalistic organiza-
tions.

In the last 20 years appeared a big amount of 
nationalistic organizations, which consolidate 
and participate in common actions. 
Besides the nationalistic organizations ap-
peared structures helping migrants, but the 
amount of such organization is much smaller 
then the nationalistic ones, and in contrast to 
many public actions against migrants, almost 
no mass actions supporting migrants was 
held in Moscow public space.)
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Preservation protest.
Another scenario of protest is performed by preservation protest organization Archnadzor. The 
number of their supporters is constantly growing. Organization succeeded in preservation of many 
buildings in Moscow, the amendment of laws, and even the cancellation of all permits for demoli-
tion in the city center. To carry out their struggle they not only loudly expressed their dissatisfac-
tion, but also developed the technology to attract people — in addition to protests and campaigns 
in courts, ArchNadzor hosts exhibitions, seminars and lectures explaining the cultural and eco-
OPNJDBM�WBMVF�PG�XIBU�UIFZ�QSPUFDU��*U�JT�WFSZ�TJHOJåDBOU�UIBU�UIF�EJBMPHVF�XJUI�QPUFOUJBM�TVQQPSUFST�
of the movement, and with authority, are being held in as friendly tone as possible and explains 
the importance and eliminates cultural illiteracy. 

united in one group in 2008
ArchNadzor

Moskva kotoroi net
MAPS

Protiv loma
SovArch

MosKultProg

work with mass media

work of lawyers

work of developers

protest actions
manifestations  1 per year
single picketing  2-4 per month

enlightment actions
exhibitions   1 per month
lectures    2 per month
excursions   every day

special actions
tram ArchNadzor
City under the open sky
Shatalisha on buolevards

>

Partizanship. The action of individual art 
protest.

In last  5 years different movements and 
BDUJPOT�MPPLJOH�GPS�OFX�GPSNT�PG�åHIUJOH�
and dialoguing with a state power started 
to appear.

Structure os ArchNadzor movement - preser-
vation protest organization.

At the end of 2008 different movements 
DMBJNJOH�BOE�åHIUJOH�GPS�QSFTFSWBUJPO�PG�
architectural heritage in Moscow united into 
one organization. After that they developed 
EJGGFSFOU�TUSBUFHJFT�PG�åHIUJOH�GPS�UIFJS�HPBMT�
including not only protest actions, but cultural 
events like exhibitions, lectures and excur-
sions in order to explain to a wide variety of 
people their goals and importance of their 
desires. 

Dick prisoned by FSB

St. Petersburg

Innovation 2011 

Monstration
4000 people (in Novosibirsk)

201120102009200820072006200520042003200220012000199919981997199619951994199319921991199019891970-1968

ovosham.net

Moscow
roubles sent by 15 000 citizens

RosPil
6 671 870 
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MAP OF

FIRES

1 500 000 - 2 000 000 people

voluntarily
mandative

Partizanship. SmART protest actions.
Another common type of the protest — individual actions, offering a new version of protest and 
new methods of struggle, they don’t necessarily attract mass support, and don’t need it.
But these actions attract the attention and support of large numbers of people and provoke strong 
SFBDUJPO�UIFZ�TFFL�GPS�BOE�PGGFS�OFX�GPSNT�PG�CFIBWJPS�BOE�BSF�TFMG�TVGåDJFOU�
Lack of people support or mass participation in such actions do not deprive them of their value 
and do not diminish their results. This is a new intellectual process of protest, which appeals to 
mental activity. Mainly these actions are committed and born not in Moscow.

Recovering.
Collective action of care and recovering the urban public spaces, such as subbotniki, collect a 
large number of people. Subotniki started as an act of voluntary non-binding work, but quickly 
turned in the USSR to be need-causative. But in recent years people again massively and volun-
tarily began to clean up public spaces of the city.
0SHBOJ[BUJPO�PG�UIFTF�DPMMFDUJWF�BDUJPOT�JT�OPU�POMZ�DPOåOFE�CZ�VSCBO�QVCMJD�JOTUJUVUJPOT
but also by civil society organizations, many of which appeared in the last 5 years. They were 
mostly organized by young people of 20-30 years. They convince people to take action not by 
SIFUPSJD�UIBU�UIF�TUBUF�BOE�NVOJDJQBM�TFSWJDFT�DBO�OPU�DPQF�CVU�KVTU�FYQMBJO�UIF�OFDFTTJUZ�UP�HP�
PVU�BOE�DMFBO��"OE�TVDDFFE�JO�UIBU���"MTPXIFO�UIFSF�XFSF�åSFT�UIF�MBTU�TVNNFS�QFPQMF�WFSZ�
quickly organized themselves to solve this problem. It turns out that when there is a clear purpose 
and need for active steps, when no one is asked to hate, but to help and act, there are no prob-
lems with consolidation, self-organization and sense of responsibility.

Subotniki started as an act of voluntary non-binding work, but quickly turned in the USSR to be 
need-causative. But in recent years people again massively and voluntarily began to clean up 
public spaces of the city.

Recovering. The action of bringing something 
into previous condition. 

"MTP�XIFO�UIFSF�XFSF�åSFT�UIF�MBTU�TVNNFS�
people very quickly organized themselves to 
solve this problem.
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Uncovering.
In the last 5 years in Moscow appeared a huge number of initiatives and public spaces which aim 
is to create new forms of exploring the city, of lifestyles, interests or expression of opinions. Their 
main tool of attraction is education, or so called edutainment. They are very popular among Mos-
cow citizens and always gather big amount of followers and people interested. All these initiatives 
collaborate with each other around common interests.

Non-violence.
%JGGFSFOU�JOTVSHFOU�HSPVQT�JO�.PTDPX�XIJMF�EFBMJOH�XJUI�UIFJS�QSPCMFNT�BOE�åHIUJOH�GPS�UIFSF�
interests use different technologies and types of actions. It can be observed that some of the ac-
UJPOT�BSF�WJPMFOU�BOE�JOUPMFSBOU�UP�PUIFS�QBSUJDJQBOUT�PG�UIF�DPOæJDU��8IJMF�PUIFS�HSPVQT�USZ�UP�åOE�
NPSF�QFBDFGVM�XBZT�UP�åHIU�GPS�UIFJS�HPBMT��#Z�BOBMZ[JOH�EJGGFSFOU�UZQFT�PG�BDUJPOT�XIJDI�UBLF�QMBDF�
in Moscow public spaces it can be said that muscovites appear mainly not to support massively 
initiatives which appeal to paternalistic attitudes - to requirements that someone must give some-
thing, to aggression and hate. But the movements, which use peaceful technologies and whose 
BDUJPOT�BOE�TUSBUFHZ�EPOnU�TUBOE�PO�IBUF�XIP�USZ�UP�åOE�DPNQSPNJTFT�BOE�DBMM�GPS�BDUJPOT�CVU�
not only words, appear to be more effective, involve more people in there activities and more likely 
achieve the desired results. A smart mechanism of action, with a proposal to seek new solutions 
and to rethink the existing conditions, with proposal to look for ways of reconciliation, raise the 
desire for participation, support and active action.

In the recent years there can be observed a tendency that some movements changed their policy 
from a violent to non-violent and constructive. That might require more input and effort into the 
activities, but at the same time causes the shift towards bigger effectiveness and more successful-
ness in achieving goals desired. Such movement stand on constructive goals, conscious partici-
pation, collaboration, raise of interest and personal involvement through providing information, 
increasing of education and supporting each other. They don’t only enlighten problems, but look 
for solutions to them.

Uncovering. 
The action of discovering something unknown 
or previously secret.

The last  5 years were very rich in new public 
initiatives who aim to create new forms of 
exploring and living in the city. All these initia-
tives attract a big amount of followers and 
willingly collaborate with each other. )

-
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UNCOVERING INIT IATIVES
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-
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Conclusion

Attitudes and actions related to migrational process in Moscow is a big bundle of contradictions, un-
related data and fears. The research of Fund Public Opinion showed the the highest level of tolerance 
UPXBSET�NVTMJNT�DBO�CF�PCTFSWFE�JO�6[IOZJ�BOE�1SJWPM[IKF�SFHJPOT�PG�3VTTJB�XIFSF�UIFSF�JT�B�CJHHFTU�
amount of muslim population living together with orthodox. This fact shows that the way for solving the 
DSPTT�DVMUVSBM�DPOæJDU�MBZT�JO�UIF�QSPDFTT�PG�JOUFHSBUJPO�BOE�UPMFSBODF�GSPN�CPUI�TJEFT��5IBU�MFBET�UP�B�
conclusion, that there is a need in actions in Moscow public space with the aim to increase cross-cultur-
al and inter-ethnic tolerance and in actions to help migrants to integrate into Moscow society.

It also can be said that the most violent and ineffective initiatives in Moscow are those one dealing with 
politics - state power in general and migration policy. The ineffectiveness of these initiatives is for sure 
based above all on unwillingness of power to deal with problems they are informed by these initiatives. It 
DBOnU�CF�BOZ�JO�WJPMFOU�QSPCMFN�BOE�DPOæJDU�TPMWJOH�VOUJM�CPUI�TJEFT�BSF�SFBEZ�UP�SFBDU�UP�PUIFSnT�BSHV-
ments and to be engaged into a constructive dialog. For now state appear to be the most violent partici-
pant of the society, and that behavior turns Moscow public space into a war space, and if the tendency 
will not change it will remain like that and the violence will increase. 

Studying the initiatives whose activity is not that closely connected to state reaction and behavior shows 
UIBU�XIFO�QFPQMF�BSF�EFBMJOH�BOE�DPMMBCPSBUJOH�XJUIPVU�UIF�TUBUF�JOWPMWFNFOU�BOE�JOæVFODF�UIFZ�TVD-
ceed in achieving unity, compromises and desired results.

According to society’s present condition, despite the need of the state’s reaction to society’s claims and 
will, there is a need in open sources for Moscow activism and in informational support for people willing 
to act in order to change something: in a platform for collaboration for common actions with reference 
to particular public spaces of the city (non only around ideas); in platform to collect public opinion about 
the necessary changes in the city, which would help to shift the city’s management from completely 
top-down model to a more bottom up one; in platform uniting different separate initiatives in order to 
exchange experience and help each other and the platform for creating and supporting non-violent 
movements.



50% of Moscow — public space
green public space (parks, gardens, plazas, squares, boulevards, etc.)
green zones in microrayons
yards
non-yard residentail territories
streets (including sidewalks, roadsides, transportation hubs)
territories with public function (exhibitions, campuses, market places, etc.)

11000 ha
9000   ha
12000 ha
9000   ha
8860   ha
8600   ha


